
STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO WRITING AN ESSAY

Writing an academic essay means fashioning a coherent set of ideas into an argument. Below is a step-by-step guide to
essay writing in English.

There is no need to hurry unless you postponed the task to the last moment. Do not forget to make full
references to the selected sources. You can use shocking information, dialogue, a story, a quote, or a simple
summary of your topic. Going back to our plastic pollution example, here is a sentence we can use to begin
such an essay. Think of what would make your reader tick and continue reading your essay. This sentence
which usually comes at the end of the introduction has to encapsulate the answer to the main question.
Whether the essay is for a scholarship , a class, or maybe even a contest, many students often find the task
overwhelming. Think of subjects or aspects related to a subject which interests you. Narrow your focus if
necessary. Get your final grade. Brainstorm all relevant ideas. The body of your essay argues, explains or
describes your topic. If you prefer to create an outline, write your topic at the top of the page. If you can
choose your topic, you have some great advantages. Jot down a mind map to help stimulate lateral thinking.
This helps them see all their mistakes and edit it thoroughly. Work on your introduction. Read each question at
least twice. Simply review your main points and provide reinforcement of your thesis. Reread your paper and
check to see if it makes sense. A great essay is written using multiple sources. Follow the plan during the
entire writing process. Write the conclusion. Doing this will allow you to see connections and will help you to
write a more organized essay. To create a diagram, write your topic in the middle of your page. In order to
write a successful essay, you must organize your thoughts. You may not remember all your ideas. Next, write
each of your supporting ideas in sentence format, but leave three or four lines in between each point to come
back and give detailed examples to back up your position. Edit the text thoroughly In journalism, top reporters
have a golden rule when it comes to editing their texts. To get ready to the writing process, download a free
sample of the good academic papers. Leave the title last The title is the essence of the entire paper. A
guarantee of a good example is the process of the intense brainstorming. The first paragraph opens the
discussion. The last sentence must contain a thought-provoking, but relevant, feedback or forecast. Think
about your life. Each body paragraph will have the same basic structure. Now that you have chosen a topic and
sorted your ideas into relevant categories, you must create a thesis statement. You will have to get back to it in
conclusion. After writing your conclusion, you might think that you have completed your essay. This part
should include the summary of the main points. You can write a general article about plastic pollution or you
can focus on specific elements such as plastic production and how it affects the environment or plastic
products and their nocive effects. Each main idea that you wrote in your diagram or outline will become a
separate section within the body of your essay.


